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TOURNAMENT
RULES

Tournament is played by the official 5x5 beach ultimate rules>> . Follow the
highlighted link or find a set of rules in every field (tied to the secretary chair).

 
 

You need to know that:

Each team on the playing field can
use maximum 5 players , minimum 4 .
Teams must play with at least 2
woman on the field .
 
Stall count is 10 seconds .
 
The brick point is set 10 meters into
the playing field counting from the
end zone line .
 
Time cap – 45 minutes .
 
First team to score thirteen (13) goals
- wins .
 
Paga-rule applies in the initial pool
games (on Friday).  When the time
cap is reached teams finish playing
the point . If the score difference is 3
pts . or more – the game stops and
the result stands . 
 
On Saturday and Sunday games
there will be no paga-rule . When the
time cap is reached teams finish the
point and add 1 to the higher score
to set a new point cap (not larger
than 13 pts .) .
 
Teams have 1 timeout (90 sec .) per
game .
 
Half time occurs when a team first
scores seven (7) goals or after 25
minutes of the game (if after 25
minutes of the game neither team
has reached 7 goals , teams finish
playing the current point and the
half time occurs). Half time lasts zero
(0) minutes .

1 . Head to head ;
2 . Point differential (games between
tied teams);
3 . Points scored (games between
tied teams);
4 . Points missed (games between
tied teams);
5 . Total points scored ;
6 . Total points missed ;
7 . Draw .

Gender ratio rule B will be used (At
the start of the game , After the first
disc flip an additional disc flip
happens with the winner selecting
which end zone is “End zone A”, with
the other end zone becoming “End
zone B”. At the start of each point
the Team that is at End zone A must
choose the gender ratio . This process
applies for the first half . For the
second half , at the start of each point
the Team that is at End zone B must
choose the gender ratio).
 
 

Gender ratio

Tiebreaker

MVP's

MVP 's will be awarded by the stats
(# of assists , points and blocks) from
the two final games , i .e . game for the  
3 'rd place and the grand final for the
1 'st place .

Team will be penalized by 1 point for
every minute late to the game
starting from the 5th minute of the
game .
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http://beachultimate.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/WFDF-Rules-of-Beach-Ultimate-2019-Final-1Feb.pdf


TOURNAMENT
RULES

Volunteers

In this event we will have
volunteers . Many of them do
not know and will not be able
to explain you the rules or
answer questions related to
the game etc . – it is your
responsibility to know the
rules ! So please , don ’t be
disappointed if volunteers will
not inform you , they will be in
SUN BEAM to keep score and
time of your games .

If a game overlaps 55 min . limit , the next game will start immediately after
the overlapped game finishes .
 
Teams that finish their games late should leave the field as quick as possible
after their game .
 
One player can play for only one team . 
 
Do not forget to evaluate SOTG in the google forms with your team after every
game . The google form can be found here. 
 
TEAM CAPTAINS,
It is your responsibility to make sure that everyone in your team knows the
rules !

Points we want to bring to your attention to
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https://forms.gle/mgZTt3pXHNqq6C6N9


AWESOME
ATMOSPHERE,

GREAT
ORGANIZATION
AND BEAUTIFUL

PLACE. FULL
PACKAGE! 

MADARA ŠUSTE, 2016
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FORMAT 

Friday
All teams are divided into 4 groups (A , B , C and D) of five teams ,
accordingly to their seeding . Teams play robin-round games in the initial
groups .

TOP 3 teams from each group will form 4 new power pools (E , F , G and H)
of 3 teams each . Then robin-round games will be played . #1 team from
each power pool will advance to the semi-finals . #2 from each power pool
will advance to semis for 5-8 place , #3 - to semis for 9-12 .

After the poolplay on Friday , new pools are being formed . TOP 3 teams
from each group are advancing to the power pools , whereas #4 and #5
from the group games will form two lower pools .

Saturday

Power pools

#4 and #5 teams from each initial group will form two lower pools (J and
K) of four teams . Robin-roud is being played , games carry over (i .e . teams
that have played in the initial groups don 't meet again , group 's game
result stands). After the robin-round teams #1 and #2 from the lower pools
advance to semis for 13-16 places . Teams #3 and #4 from the lower pools
meet in the semis for 17th place .

The finals . All teams play one final game to determine their final standing .

Lower pools 

Sunday
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 SYSTEM
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SYSTEM
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THE SEEDING
AND GROUPS 

*All teams were seeded according to past performances in SUN BEAM
tournament and teams '  predictions of their own performance .

The seeding*

The initial groups
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How to getaround

@SUN BEAM
All you need to know about important

tournament-related locations, how to get
there + some additional local tips ;)
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THE FIELDS
This year fields will be placed in a different area , around 2 km
north from the beach where SUN BEAM used to take place :
 
 

GETAROUND

The X in this map marks the previous location of the fields . This year it
is more convenient to take a ferry from OLD FERRY PORT (the one on
top , Danės g . 1 , Klaipėda), rather than the New ferry port if you are
walking or cycling to the fields . If you want to come with your car – the
only option is the NEW FERRY PORT (the one on the bottom , Nemuno
str . 8), because only this ferry takes cars . 
 

We have prepared a much more detailed map for you , with parking
lots , ferry ports , party locations , bike rentals an a couple of places to
eat . Follow this link to see the TOURNAMENT MAP>>
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https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/2/viewer?fbclid=IwAR0IcAIwwzcrFpT0Sw2iSjSyvp37ituaxl9MJkn8j-gI93rcIgT3m1cylAU&mid=1gQuGMvZl2d_AkVEWKAEWSvy9elo&ll=55.697626545417315%2C21.140251042254135&z=13


THE FERRY SCHEDULE

GETAROUND

You can find the
ferry schedule and
price list on their
WEBSITE>>
 
Or in the android
app Keltas.lt>>
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https://www.keltas.lt/en/timetable/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.smiltynesperkela&hl=lt


GETAROUND

Car – 12 , 30 € / Passenger - 1 , 00 €
Tickets that you will buy are 2 way tickets . Do not throw away your
ticket after crossing to Smiltynė ! :) 
 

Ferry prices

Distance to the fields

If you choose to go on foot , you should be aware that from the OLD
ferry terminal there is still about 1 ,3 km (~15 minutes walking) to the
playing fields .
If you take the NEW ferry terminal , the distance to the fields will be ~3-
3 ,5 km . 
We recommend to choose the OLD FERRY TERMINAL unless you want
to bring your car to the peninsula .
 

Taxi to and from the fields

There is also a local taxi that can take you to or from the fields . Catch a
cab by the ferry or call +370 652 18631 or +370 685 11180 .

Taxi in Klaipėda

If you need to get a cab in Klaipėda city , you can use the app called
eTAKSI >> or just call one of these numbers :

 
+370 46 303303
+370 46 332211
+370 46 211211
+370 46 311113
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=lt.etaksi.android&hl=en


WHO
WANTS TO

PARTY??
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We know there was a lack of public communication from our side
lately , we respond to PM 's only . And all of you deserve an explanation
about the circumstances of that as they may affect you as well . The
government was trying to shut us down completely because we were
about to leak sensitive information . But this time they can 't stop us .
WHAT YOU HAVE TO KNOW is that on 20 'th JULY Europe citizens lives
are going to be AT STAKE ! There is a 90% risk of a major nuclear leak
during an inevitable nuclear operation , a disaster much greater than
Chernobyl may occur
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is no safer place to hide than the underground . But before that . . .

PARTY TIME 

BEACH PARTY | Friday @ 19:00

Who wants to stay still when they know that
the worst may happen? Let 's not waist time
and chill on the beach while we still can .
Friday beach party will take place next to
the fields , in the central Smiltynė beach . The
music starts right after the last games 

Don 't forget to bring cash on Friday , because
there sometimes are problems with the
radio connection that makes impossible to
use a credit card (we told you , the
government . . .      )
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PARTY TIME 

Friday beach party will take place next to the fields , in the central
Smiltynė beach , right by the station . The music starts just around the
end of the last games , ~ 7 PM . This party is planned to be a 'chilled
hang out in the beach , enjoy the sand and warm up for tomorrow '
kinda party . Live vinyls will be spoiling us all evening up until the sun
goes down , the sun goes down . . .       So drinks , big smiles and a light
party to open the tournament . The last ferry leaves to the old ferry port
at 00 :15 , the Friday beach party will be finished by then .
 
There might be very basic snacks available to buy on the beach , you
can also have dinner in a few places in Smiltynė or have dinner in
Klaipėda (you have to take a ferry for this one though). You can always
prepare a nice picnic and do it on the beach after your last games

You will find a "wellcome drink" coupon in your players package , which
you will be able to convert into a drink on Friday night party (only on
Friday night!). You can use your coupon only in the evening , once the
music starts , it will not be valid during the daytime .
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PARTY TIME 

Saturday party will take place in the safest place miles around - the
bar BUNKER . Seems that the nuclear disaster is almost inevitable 
So let 's dance our hearts out cause who knows what the hell is going
to happen next 
 
Saturday party will take placein the bar BUNKER>> The door opens
at 10 PM and the party will last until the dawn . 
 
Don 't forget to put your party bracelets on for this one (you will find
them in you player pack), as bracelets will be tour tickets to the
party . You will be able to pay by cash or credit card at the party . 

RADIOACTIVE PARTY: the nuclear disaster |
Saturday@22:00
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https://goo.gl/maps/TrLbvABccbeyJvRL7


SOTG SCORING

Do not forget to evaluate SOTG
in the google forms with your
team after every game . The
google form can be found
here>>.
 
If you have ran out of data or
your battery just died – do not
hesitate to find one of the STAFF
members and they will help you
to fill in the form .
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https://forms.gle/mgZTt3pXHNqq6C6N9


01 CURONIAN SPIT
ENVIRONMENT
PROTECTION

The environment in all the
Curonian spit is protected. We
want to remind you that it is
forbidden to build tents
anywhere on peninsula! As well
as to make fires, climb or
descend, run through the dunes
or walk not by indicated paths,
leave trash or in any other way
to endanger the nature in the
Curonian spit. You can get a big
fine for that.

02 THE 
WEATHER
It is often windy on our coast
line, so don’t forget to grab
some warm clothes, even though
it is the middle of summer. Just
in case you got opportunity to
enjoy the “Baltic Summer". Sun
screen is still a must though,
better safe than sorry ;)

04 WATER

There will be a tap on the beach with
drinking water, so you will be able to
refill your bottles whenever you like.
We will also have some sports drink
available for players consumption in
the main tent, feel free. 

03 FOOD AND
DRINKS NEXT
TO THE FIELDS
There will be a possibility to buy
some snacks and drinks next to
the pitches. There is a small bar
on the beach, just keep in mind,
that the assortment is very
limited + only CASH. There are
also a couple of small local
restaurants a few hundred
meters away from the beach in
case you get really hungry. 

THINGS
YOU WANT
TO KNOW 10
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06 TOILETS, 
WASHROOMS
There are stationary public
toilets (next to the bar) and bio
toilets (somewhere around the
entrance to the beach). The
players of the tournament have
a priority to use the bio toilets,
so if you have a game coming –
don’t hesitate to jump to the
front of the line if necessary.

07 THE PARKING

If you are coming to the fields
with a car – there is rather
limited parking space available.
Parking lots are mostly payed
and you can find them on our
 TOURNAMENT MAP>> . There is
a way to make paying for
parking a bit easier – use an app
called 

08 ALCOHOL
POLICY
Alcohol is only sold to 20 year
olds and older people in
Lithuania. Another thing: you
can buy alcohol in the stores
only up till 20:00 o'clock. On
Sunday alcohol is sold only until
15:00 o'clock. Drinking in public
places is forbidden. Keep all of
that in mind when planning your
shopping trips and drink
responsibly. You can buy alcohol
in bars for unlimited hours.

09 STAFF CONTACTS
TD – Artūras: +370 653 77992 
Deimantė +370 637 77699  
Gintarė +370 631 19889
Rūta +370 623 48331

10 EMERGENCY

In case of any emergency,
always use the phone number
112 to get help.

10
05 LUNCH

If you have ordered lunch it
should be available between 12:00
and 14:00 in the main tent. If you
see people already eating their
lunch – please, take the order of
your team as soon as you can,
thanks in advance! 

THINGS
YOU WANT

TO KNOW

Unipark>>
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https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/2/viewer?fbclid=IwAR0IcAIwwzcrFpT0Sw2iSjSyvp37ituaxl9MJkn8j-gI93rcIgT3m1cylAU&mid=1gQuGMvZl2d_AkVEWKAEWSvy9elo&ll=55.697626545417315%2C21.140251042254135&z=13
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=lt.itgirnos.uniparkparking.prod&hl=en
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A SHOUTOUT
TO OUR
SPONSORS
AND PARTNERS
Thank you for all your help to
make this SUN BEAM happen !
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https://www.frictiongloves.com/
https://www.klaipeda.lt/lt
http://beachultimate.org/
https://www.klaipedainfo.lt/
https://maistassportui.lt/
http://www.eurodisc.biz/?lang=en

